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Maximum Likelihood Estimation for Birth and 
Multidimensional Brownian Process 
SHAILAJA DHARMAIIHIKARI 
l!llil-c’rsil L‘ o/ Po~mr. f’urw. fr1dru 
~‘on~nr~rni~~r~rc~l tq P. R. h’ri.\hrzrrirrl, 
The indivrduals of a population reproduce according to a hnear birth process and 
srmultaneoualy and independently diffuse in p-dimensional Euclidean space 
according to a Brownian process with dependent coordinates. The properties of the 
maximum likelihood estimators of the drift vector and the matrix of diffusion 
coeflicients are investigated under two samplrng schemes Involving mcomplctc 
observations. ’ lYX7 Acdemtc Preb. Inc 
I. INTRO~NJ~~TION 
Many biological populations are characterized by fluctuations in their 
numerical strength as well as by geographical dispersal of their individual 
members in their habitat. One may also consider a population of 
individuals, each of whom has an associated numerical characteristic (for 
example, weight, the amount of a chemical present in the body, etc.) and 
each of whom is subject to random fluctuations. In the last three decades, 
the problem of investigating the properties of such populations has been 
discussed by a number of authors. Edwards [S] and Kulperger [9] have 
studied parametric estimation for branching diffusion processes where the 
coordinate processes are assumed to be independent. In this paper the 
properties of the maximum likelihood (m.1.) estimators of the parameters of 
a birth process with Brownian diffusion are discussed when the coordinate 
processes are dependent and the process is not observed completely. 
More specifically, we consider a population of individuals which branch 
according to the linear birth process with birth rate L and simultaneously 
and independently diffuse on the p-dimensional Euclidean space IR”” 
according to a Brownian motion process. 
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The Brownian diffusion of the individuals implies that if an individual is 
at x E R’“’ at time s, then its position at the time t + s has p-dimensional 
normal distribution N&x + Or, t,Z) with mean vector x + Or and dispersion 
matrix rZ (cf. Winkler and Franz [ 131 1979) independently of the past 
history of the process, up to the time of the next birth in the future of this 
individual’s family tree and also of the other individuals, if any, in the 
population. Here 8 = (fj,, . . . . 0,) is a p x 1 vector with real elements and 
,?I = [g,,] is a positive definite p x p matrix. It is assumed that there is only 
one individual at the origin of the initial time and at the time of birth the 
newly born individual occupies the same position as that of its parent. 
The m.1. estimators of 8 and C are obtained under the first two sampling 
schemes suggested by Adke and Dharmadhikari Cl]. In these schemes. we 
observe the family tree (cf. Adke and Moyal [Z]) according to which the 
population develops and the inter-birth durations T, between the (,j- 1 )th 
and the jth birth, j= 1, 2, . . . . and T, being the waiting time until the first 
birth. 
Sumpling Sclzc~nzr 1. The birth process is observed completely until a 
specified number, n, of births occur. Also the vectors corresponding to the 
positions 0f.j individuals extant in the population immediately before the 
time of the jth birth are observed, ,j= 1, 2, . . . . II. 
Sumplitzg Sclleme II. The birth process is observed completely for a 
fixed time interval [0, r]. Moreover, the vectors of the positions of the 
individuals immediately before the times of the births and at t are recorded. 
The first sampling scheme is similar to the inverse sampling adopted by 
Moran [ 10, 111 and Keiding [7] or the stopping rule adopted by Basawa 
and Becker 141. The second sampling scheme is similar to fixed size sam- 
pling. However, in both schemes the birth process is observed completely 
but the diffusion process is observed only at the times of the births and at t. 
In a given family tree, the inter-birth durations are independent random 
variables and T, has the exponential distribution with mean (,j/l) ‘. 
j= 1, 2, . . . 
With one individual at the initial time there are j individuals extant in 
the population just before the time of the jth birth. Let X,,,,, denote the 
column vector of order p x 1 of the position of the individual which gives 
birth to a new individual at the time T, + . + T, of the jth birth. The 
indices /i( 1 ) = 1, k( 2) . . . . h-( tr ~ 1) define the family tree corresponding to 17 
births. Suppose that between the,jth and the (ji- 1 )th birth, the individuals 
at X,, , . . . . X,k, ,) move to X,, + , ) , . . . . . X, ,+ , ,x, ,), respectively, and the one 
newly born at X,,,,, moves to X,, + ,,:k,,,+, / and those at X,IkC,,+, I, . . . . X,, 
move to x ,,i I);k(,it2;,“‘r X , , + , ), ,+ , ,, respectively. We define for ,/‘a 1. the 
displacement random (r.) vectors Y,, as follows: 
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y,, =x1, 
Y f/i II? =x -Xl?, (I+ l)r r= I,2 . . . . . k(j) 
Y -X l/+l);k(/)+ 1: - t/+ I)Ix(,I-t II -%,,, 
Y !,+lir =x I/ + 111 -x,v II’ r=k(j)+2, . . . . (.j+- I), ,j= I, 2, 
LEMMA 1.1. The displucement r. r:ec?ors Y,, , . . . . Y,,,, ure ifldependent und, 
given the $mzil?. tree und the inter-birth durations, Y,, bus the normul 
N,,(0T,. T, L) distrihutiotl. r = I, 2, . . .._ j umij- I, 2, . . . . u. 
Proof: Independence of the displacement vectors is a consequence of 
either the independence of the increments of the Brownian motion process 
or the assumption that different individuals diffuse independently of each 
other. The normality follows from the Brownian diffusion of the 
individuals. 
We further define the r. vector Z,, as Zlr= (Y,,-OT,) T, ’ ?, r = 1, 2. . ..., j 
and j = 1, 2, . . . . II. Using the above lemma, it can be easily proved 
that Z,, , . . . . Z,,,, are independent and each has the normal N,,(C), Z) 
distribution. 
In the next two sections the m.1. estimation of 8 and C is studied under 
the two sampling schemes. The properties of the m.1. estimator of i are 
studied by Keiding [7]. In view of the independence of the branching and 
diffusion processes and the complete observation of the birth process, 
Keiding’s results are applicable in our setup. Hence, it is assumed that i. is 
known. 
2. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION: SCHEME I
The observed data under Scheme I consist of the family tree, the realized 
inter-birth durations t, , . . . . t,,, the indices li( 1 ), li( 2), ._., k(n - 1 ), and the 
displacement vectors y,, , yZl, . . . . ynn. 
THEOREM 2.1. (i ) The log-likelihood function 1, (n ) oj 8 und z‘ 
corresponding to the observed datu under Scheme I i.r given hi 
l,(n) = log n! + II log i. - A i jt, - i jp log(2nt,)/2 - n(n + 1 NlOglCI I/4 
I ,= 1 
- i i (y,,-0,)‘Z ‘(y,,---85)/2f,. 
,=I ).=-I 
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(ii) The ml. estimators 6(n) and f(n) of 0 und X respectively ure given 
h) 
e(n) = i -$ Y;JS,(n), where S,(n) = &T, 
/=I r-l I 
11nd 
n(n + 1) &)/2=~~(Y,~-&) T,)(Y,,-8(n) T,)‘/T,. 
(iii) (S,Oz), CC Y,, . f(n)) is a minimal!,~ .wJicient statistir. 
Proqf: F‘rom Lemma 1.1 we know that, conditional on the family tree 
and T,, . . . . T,,, the displacement vectors Y ,, , . . . . Y,,,, are independent and 
each has normal distribution. Further, it is assumed that the branching 
mechanism is independent of the diffusion of the individuals. Hence I,(n) is 
obtained. The results (ii) and (iii) follow immediately from I,(n). 
In the following theorems, we discuss the properties of the m.1. 
estimators. 
THEOREM 2.2. (i) Given the .furnilJ, tree and the inter-birth durations, the 
distribution qf&n) is normul N,(t), C/s,(n)). 
(ii) The estimator 6(n) of 8 is unhiasedfbr 8. 
(iii) The unconditional distribution of 
&n)=&(B(n)-0) 
is the p-dimensional Student’s t distribution with locution parameter 0, 
matrix AZ of scale purameters, and 2n degrees qf freedom (d.f.). 
(iv) The unconditional distribution qf 
{S,(n))““(&n)-8) 
is normal N&O, C). 
Prooj Result (i) follows immediately from Lemma 1.1. From result (i), 
we conclude that, conditionally and hence unconditionally, 8(n) is an 
unbiased estimator of 8. To prove result (iii) we use result (i) and the fact 
that sl(n) has the gammaG(i, n) distribution. Thus the unconditional p.d.f. 
f(x) =,f (x, , -x2, . . . . -up) of O(n) is given by 
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x exp( -3..s)(I‘(n)) ’ tls 
I’( 2n + p ,/2 
/-(2n/2)( f( l/2))” 
IiCl I q2,1) I’?. 
x [ 1 + Y2‘ ‘X/Zi.rz] ““+‘J”l, .Y E [W’P’. 
This is the probability density function of Student’s f distribution in p 
dimensions (cf. Johnson and Kotz [6, p. 1341) with location parameter 0. 
matrix Z of scale parameters, and 2n d.f. Result (iv) is an immediate con- 
sequence of result (i ). 
THEOREM 2.3. (i ) The utzcotdirionul di~rrihution of 
q(n) = n(n + I ) Qrz,/Z 
is flw Wishurt tiistrihtion I+‘,,( (ti - I )( II + 2),‘2, L) Lrxith puranzetrr.r p. 
(If - 1 )( I1 + 3 )/2, unn s. 
(ii ) Tlw nil. rstitmfor i‘(n) of’ z‘ is u hiusd rstitwtor of’ L’ utld tk 
l7iu.v is -2L.‘(n(n + 1 )I ‘. 
Proof: Observe that 
= ;s,(tl)) ’ ,i i U’,T,)“CCz,,z;, 
k-, ,=, 
= ZA Z’. 
where Z= [Z,,, Z,, , Z,?. . . . . Z,, , . . . . Z,,, ,,,. Z,,,,], A is a symmetric random 
matrix of order ~(n + 1 )j2 such that the (II, tl)the element of A for 
and 
/( ; ~ 1 ),I2 < u ,< i( i + 1 );‘3* j= 1, 2. . . . . I7 
(2.1 ) 
fi(k ~ 1)/Z < 1’< k(k + 1 )i’2, k = I. 2. . . . . II 
is given by LI,,,. = ( T, T, ) ’ ’ i .Y, (n ) j ‘. Further, the (14, li)the element of A’. 
where 11 and I’ satisfy condition (2.1 ). is 
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ntnt I I;7 
c 
i=l 
a,,; u;.,. = ji, c, ‘I,,; u,,, 
=xX (T, T,)“‘(T, T,)y.s,(Il)) ml 
=(T,T,)“(.r,(n)] ‘, 
which is the (u, o)th element of A, showing that A is an idempotent matrix. 
Now, {(/I) = n(n + 1) f(n)/2 = Z(Z- A) Z’. Note that Z is a random matrix 
of independent normal r. vectors, each having the N,(O, E) distribution. A 
and therefore I- A are idempotent matrices. Hence, conditional on 
T,, T,, . . . . T,,, ZAZ’ and Z( I- A) Z’ have the W,,(r,, C) and the WL,(r2, L’) 
distribution, respectively (cf. Rao [ 12, p. 536]), where Y, and r7 denote the 
ranks of .4 and I- A, respectively. To determine Y, and r2, observe that 
(I ~ ‘4 ) ‘4 = 0, 
which implies that. conditional on T,. T,, __., T,,, Z,4Z’ and Z( I- .4 ) 2’ are 
independent r. matrices (cf. Rao [ 12, p. 5371). Further. 
ZZ’=Z(I&A)Z’+Z,4Z’, 
where ZZ’ has the W,Jtz(~z + 1 )/-. 7 2‘) distribution. Hence by Cochran’s 
theorem (cf. Anderson [ 3, p. 165]), we conclude that r, + rl = rz(n + 1 )/2. 
From result (i) of Theorem 2.2, we know that, conditional on s,(n), 
ZAZ’=s,(n)(8(n)-8)(8(n)-8)’ has the ct’,,(l.JI) distribution. and 
thefore r2 = (n + 2)(n - 1 )/2. Thus, we conclude that, conditional on 
T,, T,, . . . . T,,, rj(n) has the W,,((n+ 3)(~ - I )/3, Y’) distribution. Since this 
distribution does not depend on T,, T,, . . . . T,,, the unconditional dis- 
tribution of i(n) is &‘,,(n + 2)(tz - 1 )/-, 3 6). The expected value of f(n) is 
[(II- l)(nt 2)) jn(n+ 1)) ’ C, which implies that .?(?I) is a biased 
estimator of 2‘ and the bias is - X/II( !I + 1 1. 
Rmzurl; 2.1. The Wishart distribution of v(n) is nonsingular when 
(II - 1 )(n + 2) >p. Otherwise, it is known as a pseudo-Wishart distribution 
(cf. Kshirsagar [S. p. 741). 
It can be easily verified using characteristic functions and the arguments 
in the above theorem that the r. matrices d(n) and s,(n)(&n)-8)(8(n)-8)’ 
are independent, so that we get their joint distribution with marginals as 
specified in the above theorems. 
In the next theorem, the asymptotic behavior as 17 + XI of the estimators 
is studied. Observe that, by the definition of the Wishart distribution, ri(n) 
is distributed as z’; 5, <:, where N = (n ~ 1 )(n + 2)/:2 and <,, 5:. . . . . kv are 
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independent r. vectors. each having the N,(O. C) distribution. The elements 
of the r. matrix k,k; are arranged in a column vector W,. as 
The moments of W, can be deduced from the moments of kE as given by 
E(T,,r,,---o,,)(~r.~,,~-cr,:,)=a,&a,,+a,,a,, (2.3) 
(cf. Anderson 13, p. 751). Thus (2.3) gives the elements of the dispersion 
matrix V of W,. The elements of 2‘ and of rj(n) are also arranged in column 
vectors v and A(N) in a form similar to W,. Then C;” (W, -v) and 
A(N) - NV are identically distributed. 
is normal N,,( 0, AZ‘). 
(iii) The ml. rstirnator i‘(n) is u .strongl~ consi.stent rstirnutor of‘ C. 
(iv) Tlic usjwzptotic distribution us Ii + sc of’ 
jA(N)- NV; N “I 
is the ( p( p + 1 )j2)-diinm.sionul norniul distribution M‘iili xw nwun wctor 
and dispersion mutri.u V. 
Proof: From the conditional normal distribution of 8(n) it follows that 
C E((~j,(n)-1),1”)=3a;fi.’ C )(n-l)(n-2): ‘=cY_~, 
,z ., 2 II ;- 2 
where, (if(n) is the ith component of &?I). Thus by the Borel~K’antelli 
lemma, ei( n) is strongly consistent for 0, and hence result (i) follows. The 
distribution of e(n) is the p-dimensional Student’s t with location 
parameter 0, matrix AC of scale parameters, and 2n d.f. The asymptotic 
distribution as n + cx: of e(n) is, therefore, normal N,,(O, AZ) (cf. Johnson 
and Kotz [6, p. 1351). To prove result (iii), observe that 
Z(n)={n(n+1)/2{ ‘CCZ,,Z;, 
- {n(n+ l)j2)) -’ s,(n)(O(n) - 0)(&n) -0)‘. 
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Strong consistency of J?(U) follows immediately by applying the strong law 
of large numbers (SLLN) to the first and the second terms and using the 
result that 6(n) -+ 0 as. Result (iv) follows by the multivariate central limit 
theorem (cf. Anderson [3. p. 841). 
In the following section, the properties of the estimators of 0 and C are 
studied under Scheme II. 
3. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION: SCHEMEII 
In Scheme II, the birth process is observed completely over a fixed 
interval [IO. t] and the position vectors of the individuals extant in the 
population at the times of the random number B(t) of births in [o, t] and 
at t are recorded. If B(t) = 0, which happen with probability exp( --j.t), the 
only observation is the position vector X,,(t) of the ancestor at t which has 
the N,,(&, Et) distribution. The m.1. estimator of 8 based on the position 
vector X,,(t) is 83(t)= [X,,(t); t ‘. 
Further, C*(t)=0 is a likelihood equation estimator. Conditional on 
B(r) = 0, Qd(r’j has an N,,(@ Z/t) distribution. 
Let B(t) = II 3 1 and X,(r) denote the p x 1 vector corresponding to the 
position of the jth individual in the population at time r. j = 1, 2. _.., II + 1. 
As defined earlier, T,, T,, . . . . T,, denote inter-birth durations. The dis- 
placement r. vectors corresponding to the displacements undergone by 
(n + 1) individuals immediately after the time of the nth birth and up to a 
fixed time t are defined as 
Y (,,+I,.=x,(f)-X,,,, r=I 3 1-5 . . . . k(n), 
Y -X (I,+ I I[k(fll-t 1; - ~Ozt + r(f) - L,NI 
Y ,,,+I~r=xr(f)-x,l,r I,. r = k(n) + 2, . . . . (n + 1 ). 
Further, let Z,,, + ,) I = (Y,,,, 1) r - 0T,, + , ) T,, j’f, r = 1, 2, . . . . (n + 1 1, where 
T ,1 + , = t - ( T, + t . + T,, ). 
As in Lemma 1.1, it can be proven that Y,, , . . . . Y,,, + , ),,, + , ) are indepen- 
dent and, given the family tree, f?(t) = n, the inter-birth durations 
T,, . . . . T,,. Y,, has the normal N,,(tlT,, T, C) distribution, r= 1, 2, . ..., j and 
.j= 1, 2 , . . . . II + 1. The r. vectors Z,, , Z,, , . . . . Z,,,, , ,(,r+ , , are also indepen- 
dent and each has the N,(O, C) distribution. 
The observed data under Scheme II consist of the data under Scheme I 
augmented by B(t) = n and the displacement r. vectors Y,,,+ , , I, 
r = 1, 2, . . . . n + 1, as defined above. In the following theorem, the m.1. 
estimators of 8 and Z are obtained under Sampling Scheme II. 
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THEOREM 3. I. (i ) The log-likelihood fitnction I,(t) qf‘ 0 uttd .Z 
corre.sponding to tlw olmraed dutu under Schww II is gicen his 
,I+ I PI+ I 
r’,=wlog& 1 jt,-p c ,ilog(2~t,)i::!-logp[B(t)=n]. 
I I I 
(ii ) Tlw ml. cstitmtors 0*(t) utul 2‘*(t) of’ 0 utzd L’ rcspc~ctiwl~~ uw 
giwtt hj. 
Hlrltl , /~(I1 c I 
0*(t)= c 1 Y,,js,(r), ~~~hrre s,(t) = c jr, 
i-1 ,-- I I 
und 
- ':B(t)+ 1; (B(t)+?) s*(f) 1 
f~(i)iI , 
= ,T, ,c, fY,r-@*(r) T,)(Y,,.-0*(t) 7’,)‘T, ' 
(iii) (B(~).s~(~),CC(Y,,--~*(~) T,)(Y,,-0*(f) T,)‘T, ‘) 
is u tttit~itttull~~ .sufficicvtt .stutistic. 
Proof: It follows along lines similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1 
The properties of 0*(r) and \‘*( t ) are discussed in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. (i) C’ottditionul ott B(t) = tt, rhe ,f&tti!,* tree und the intrr- 
birth dwutiotts. thc~ distrihurion of’ 0*( 1) is twtnal N,( 0, z‘/s2( t )). 
(ii ) The ml. c~stitttutor 0*( t ) of‘ 0 is unhiuserl jhr 0. 
(iii ) The 1(tlcontiitiorlill distrihutiott of’ 
(.s~(t)l”~(0*(r)--0) 
is ttormul N,,( 0, AI). 
(iv ) Conditionul ott B( t ) = n, tlw distrihutiott of 
r/*(r)= [B(t)+ 1 ) ;B(t)+?; z*(r)? 
is Wishurr W,( tt( II + 3 )/2, Z). 
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(v ) The ml. rstinwtor Z*(t) of’ 2 is biased mzd thut hia.s is 
2(Z) exp( -Jr) ( 1 - exp( -3.0 - it exp( - E.r) ) 1 I - exp( - 21) ) ‘. 
( vi ) The unconditionnl distribution of q*( t ) is .spw[fi’rd by, rlw C~IIWNC- 
teristic jirnction (ch.f. ) 
c/l(U)= 1 P[B(r)=n]cp((/;~.rI(nt?)~2,Ir), 
PI 0 
IIhm’ CJ is CI mutri.u of’ or& p x p \L,itll rrul c~kemtwts und 
P[B(t) = n] =exp( -It){ 1 -exp( -it))“, n 30. The ch.f. y( CJ;p, 111, L) of’ 
CZ;,( 171, Z) is giw~z hi* 
Proof: Given B(t) = n, the results of this theorem follow using methods 
similar to those in Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. The bias is evaluated using the 
distribution of B(t). Result (vi) is a consequence of the fact that given 
B(t) = n. q*(t) has the Wishart I+‘,,(H(H + 3)./2, 1) distribution. 
The asymptotic properties of the estimators as t + z are discussed in the 
next theorem. Observe that, conditionally r/*(t) has the Wishart 
W,,(n(n + 3)/Z, ,Y) distribution; that is, given B(t) = n. 11*(t) is distributed 
as z: ;, <k, where N= n(n + 3)/2 and gl, . . . . 4,V are independent r. vectors, 
each having the NJO, C) distribution. The elements of 5, 5; are arranged 
in a column vector W, as in (3.3). Further, the elements of the matrix z‘ 
and r/*(t) are also arranged in column vectors v and A( I) in a form similar 
IO w,. Let 
Y(r)=[A(t)-B(r)jB(t)+31 v/2][B(t)jB(r)+3;Q] ” 
THEOREM 3.3. (i) The nl.1. cstirmtor 8*(t) is u .strorlg<\~ c~omistcvzt 
rstimutor ($0 us t + (cc. 
(ii ) The u.sJwptotic distrihlltim us t ---) f-c of‘ 
8**(t)= /0*(1)-O/ [exp(l.t)i. ‘)” 
i.s [lie p-dinien.sionuI Stlrdent‘.s t distribution it‘ith locution purunwtrr 0, 
rmtr1.r 2. qf’ scale parameters, und 2 d.f. 
(iii ) The ml. estinlutor L*( t) i.s u stroql~~ consistent c.stimutor 0f’L ~1s 
t + ‘% 
(iv) The uqwptotic distrihlrtim us t --, ~8 of’ Y( f ) is t/w (p( p -t 1 )/‘2)- 
dinwnsionul norrmd distrihutim \t,ith zero mwz wctor trod dispersim tr1utri.x 
I’, u.s .spt@k~ by (2.3 ). 
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Prooj: Let t),*(t)= (xx l$‘)j.~.?(f) 1 ‘, where (I:(t) and I’:,!’ denote the 
ith components of the vector 8*(r) and Y,,, respectively. Now, 
where <,=(C;-, Y);‘-HT,)(jT,cr,,) “,,j= I, 2, . . . . R(t)+ I. Given B(r)=n. 
:(fT,)’ ‘)‘,‘and I<,:‘,‘+’ are independent sequences of independent random 
variables. The common distribution of the jT,‘s is the exponential 
distribution with mean jV ’ and that of the <,‘s is the standard normal. 
Hence ’ ,,,‘jr, (,I’,’ is a sequence of independent and identically distributed 
zero expectation random variables, Further ,vZ( t) 4 x as t + (~1 with 
probability one. The second term in (3. I ) can be written as 
jB(t)/.s,(t)/” 1(&t)+ I)iB(r,f’~’ [;.Y2(1); ’ (B(t)+ 1,(1-L-T,)]‘;’ 
xlz ,in,,,+ ,!:(B(f)+ 1)). (3.2) 
Observe that B(t)j.~:(t) + i a.~. (cf. Keiding [7] ). The second factor con- 
verges to unity with probability one while the third factor is as. bounded 
by one. It is clear that if each A’,, has the standard normal distribution. then 
,I;,/& --f 0 a.~. as II -+ T. Consider any nondecreasing sequence it,,, II 3 1 ) 
of positive real numbers such that t,, T x Then 
in view of the fact that cH(,,,, + , has the standard normal distribution and 
that (B( I,,), II > 1 i is an as. nondecreasing subsequence of positive integers 
converging to x with probability one. Hence (3.2) converges to zero a.s. 
The first term in (3.1 ) can be expressed as 
Now B(~)/.F~( t) + i. with probability one and the first factor converges to 
zero by the SLLN. Hence H,*(t) 4 H, almost surely and the result (i) is 
established. 
From result (i) of Theorem 3.2 it is clear that given .x~(I), 8**(r) has 
p-dimensional normal distribution with zero mean vector and dispersion 
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matrix e~p(~J)(is~(r)) ’ 2‘. Therefore, the conditional ch.f. q(u) of 0**(t), 
given sz( t), is 
cp(u)=exp[-exp(l.t){2i.sl(t)j ~I [u’ZU]]. 
Further, i, exp( -A) s:(f) ---t W’ almost surely [cf. Keiding 173, where II’ 
has the gamma G( 1, 1 ) distribution. Hence, 
lim q(u)=exp( -(2M’) ’ u’ZuI, 
I-., 
which is the ch.f. of the p-dimensional normal distribution with zero mean 
vector and dispersion matrix 2-/I+‘. Thus, given U’, the asymptotic dis- 
tribution of O**(t) is normal N,,( 0, E/W) and W has the gamma G( 1. 1) 
distribution. It then follows that the unconditional asymptotic distribution 
of 8**(t) is the Student’s t in p dimensions with location parameter zero. 
matrix C of scale parameters, and 2 d.f. 
To discuss the convergence of X*(t), observe that as r -+ ~8. B(t) + 1~1 
almost surely. Thus there exists a set N’ of probability one, such that for 
every sample point 12‘ in the set. B(t, ~1) --f 1~. Therefore, as proved in result 
(iii) of Theorem 2.4, we get that for b1’~ N’, Z*( t. ~7) + C. 
Let q,(u) denote the ch.f. of Y(I). Then 
lim cp,(u)=E[ lim E(exp(iu’Y(r)) 1 B(I))] 
I-+ / ,- I 
= exp( -u’ l’u/3). 
by virtue of the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, the almost sure 
convergence of B(t) to 8x, and result (iv) of Theorem 2.4. Thus, result (iv) 
is established. 
In view of the independence of the diffusions of the different individuals, 
the m.1. estimators, when there are y > 1 ancestors, can be obtained using 
methods similar to those used to obtain the estimators corresponding to 
one ancestor only. The asymptotic behavior of the estimators as q---t ‘X 
follows from the standard theory of maximum likelihood estimation. 
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